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1. Background

Public transport in Israel: Disparities in services
Public transport in Israel is in a state of market failure. Consistently low investment
in public transport for decades has led to large disparities between its supply and the
tremendous demand, along with a critical need for improvement. Add to this the global
trend of increase in the number of vehicles from around 700 million a day to 2 billion
(World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2004 in: Hawkins et al, 2013).
Considerable and complex work is required to close these disparities, as testified by the
Ministry of Transport: “Israel still lags significantly behind the developed countries, both
with regard to infrastructures and with regard to policy, and what is being done is too late,
too slow, and on too small a scale.”
“A well-developed and efficient public transport system is an essential component in
developing mobility and support for the social and economic development of the state of
Israel. Developed public transport will reach all segments of the population, help shape the
development of towns and metropolises in Israel and strengthen the connection between
them, connect towns in the periphery with the metropolitan center, and provide a fitting
solution to issues of access, overcrowding, air pollution, and safety.” (From: “Developing
public transport – a strategic plan,” Ministry of Transport December 2012).

Public transport in Jerusalem
Jerusalem is home to over 900,000 residents. According to the 2017 Manpower Survey
of the Central Bureau of Statistics, about 79,300 individuals commute daily to Jerusalem1
while on a yearly basis the city hosts over one million tourists, nearly 80,000 per month2.
According to the Welfare Survey, 86% of Jerusalemites reported using public transport
Here Comes the Train, 2018, Israel Kimchi and Yair Assaf Shapira, Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research
(page 6).
2
Based on data from Statistical Yearbook, 2018. https://jerusaleminstitute.org.il/yearbook/#/145/7284
1
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in general; still, 56% of those who work in Jerusalem arrive to the workplace via private
vehicles (compared with 45% for Tel Aviv). Some 25% arrive using public buses or taxis
while only 9% arrive on foot (compared with 11% for Tel Aviv, 14% for Ashdod, and an
average of 7% for cities with 100–200 thousand inhabitants).
Figure 1: Data from Social Survey, Central Bureau of Statistics, 2017
Means of arrival to work, 2017
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Satisfaction with public transport services in Jerusalem is low. About 42% of respondents
in the survey reported being 'satisfied' or 'very satisfied' with local public transport services
while a majority of 58% reported being 'dissatisfied' or 'totally dissatisfied'.

The past decade has witnessed sizeable investments in developing public transport in
the city, expressed in: the inauguration of the Red Line of the Light Rail, planning and
advancement of additional Light Rail lines, inauguration of intercity rail service, allowing
passengers to board buses from all doors, introduction of new buses, creating and
standardizing the Rav Kav smart card for uniform use, redrafting tenders for lines serving
the Jerusalem area and more. These are opportunities that the public needs to exploit for
the sake of improving public transport.

1. Background

A recent survey3 of Quality of Life in Jerusalem identified two elements that acutely impact
urban quality of life for the city's residents, namely sanitation in the public space and
public transport.4 Jerusalem residents from all of the city's communities (East Jerusalem
residents, ultra-Orthodox Jews, secular, senior citizens and others) reported infrequent
and late arrival of bus/rail lines, limited trip destinations, and community-specific issues,
i.e., lack of public transport on Shabbat, operational failures and poorly planned lines
running in East Jerusalem, difficulties in arriving to work for ultra-Orthodox women who
do not drive, and more. Availability of convenient transportation lines was noted as one
of the three most significant factors in choosing an apartment by all sectors of the city's
population.

Civil society and its opportunity to promote sustainable public
transport in Jerusalem
Over the next five years and in the coming decades we can expect to see huge state
investments towards developing public transport in the Jerusalem region. The precise
manner of implementing such institutional investments is not "etched in stone,” but may
be influenced, improved and discussed, so long as all activity proceeds through accepted
channels and in a professional manner. Accordingly, civil society is presented with an
opportunity to take part in designing transport and mass transportation services in the
Jerusalem region. Civil society in Jerusalem is extensive and works within and for the
Measuring quality of life in Jerusalem – subjective assessment, 2019, Tami Gavrieli, Michal Korach.
The survey was conducted via focus groups, onsite consultation, insights and data mining of discussions on
social networks.
3
4
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benefit of all populations in the city.5 By connecting with parties on the ground, the needs
of residents and with activist groups, civil society is uniquely positioned as a significant
force for generating concrete demands and helping to improve sustainable transportation
services in the urban space.
The Jerusalem Model, which operates under the auspices of the Leichtag Foundation,
seeks to fulfill its potential in contributing to collaborative undertakings by city residents
in improving urban quality of life. Accordingly, the Jerusalem Model has requested this
review from the staff of the Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research and from the 15
Minutes Public Transportation Alliance.

Document Format
The second part of this document presents a worldwide review of civic activity for advancing
sustainable transportation. This review offers a theoretical framework that defines the
transport market's uniqueness as a public commodity; the importance of civil society
and its roles in advancing sustainable transport; and common areas of activity. Finally,
in 'examples of global modes of action', we bring numerous and inspirational examples
taken from the diverse activity of civil society organizations throughout the world.
In the third section we review the transportation situation in Jerusalem, presenting
contemporary transportation related issues pertinent to Jerusalem's public transport map,
namely: problematic deployment and lack of essential services; existing operators – Egged
and Citypass; opportunities – new tenders; urban public transport lanes; public transport
in East Jerusalem; information at stops; complementary means of transportation –
walkability and bicycles in addressing the issue of parking in the city.
Finally, we present a document summary containing recommended areas of activity for civil
society in Jerusalem: generating activity in East Jerusalem; advancing public transport
lanes; advancing transportation in West Jerusalem: attending to the problem of nonperformance of trips, applying pressure to remedy issues of travel times and electronic
information at stops; promoting walkability and bicycle transportation.

5
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Civil Society in Jerusalem, 2018, Lior Regev, Marik Stern, Erela Ganan.

2. International review: civic activity for
advancing sustainable transport
		
Actions by civil society organizations for better transportation
throughout the world
Third-sector organizations in the Western world are involved in and work to advance
public transport in various countries. In examining the activity of passenger advocacy
organizations across the world we see that the organizations work towards differing goals
and via different means. Such organizations, which are based on users of public transport
and seek to represent them, have two primary goals: to strengthen public transport in
competing with private vehicles and to represent passengers and their interests before
the service operators. In order to achieve these goals, the organizations operate in the
political arena and in the domains of planning, quality control, and improving existing
service.
Passenger advocacy organizations for the most part are characterized by their status
as independent groups established by public transport passengers and dedicated to
representing their interests. These bodies work at the local or state level to promote a
specific means of transportation (such as rail) or several. They have no formal connection
with public transport operators nor do they receive funding from them or the government.
Numerous organizations work on the local level vis-à-vis the municipal authority or
metropolitan transport authority.6 Owing to their status as third-sector organizations,
resources are solicited independently and their work is based on volunteers, donations,
membership fees, and crowd funding.
While consumer organizations in certain countries have existed for 100 years or more, the
growth of passenger organizations came relatively late, in the 1970s and 80s; this with
the exception of Britain, where such organizations have a longer tradition (Holger et al,
2016).
6
This in contrast with Israel, where there are no metropolitan authorities and where decisions are made by
the government and Ministry of Transport.
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Uniqueness of the transport market as a public commodity
Public transport as a public commodity is distinct from other consumer markets. Firstly,
supply and quality of services are determined by political decisions (budgets and operator
standards for example) rather than demand (as with electricity or water). Secondly, even
in the case of franchising a private operator, the market in most cases is not competitive
and there are no in-kind alternatives to the offered service. Thus if a bus arrives late
or doesn't arrive at all, in most cases there are no buses of a competitor available to
offer the service. However this does not mean that public transport lacks competition. In
fact, public transport competes with other means of mobility, especially in democratic and
liberal countries where it is not feasible to control the division of uses or force the use of
a specific means of transportation rather than another one (Schiefelbusch, 2016a).
Competition against private vehicles is high and it is difficult to understate the value of the
opposing forces. Economic interests are particularly high in countries whose economies
rely on automobile manufacturing or countries where vehicle taxes are high and constitute
an important source of revenue. Furthermore, there are additional factors that come into
play: objective difficulties in offering public transport as an attractive option in certain
locations (costs, problematic construction, and so forth.); the decision-making echelon
typically using private vehicles as its primary and occasionally exclusive means of
transportation, thus making it quite possible that their decisions will be influence by this
reality to one extent or another (Weinberger & Lucas, 2011, Brutzkus, 1974).
For these reasons public transport can be frequently characterized as having a 'captive
audience' of consumers – students, the elderly, or disadvantaged populations. Whether
they are satisfied with the existing service or not, they will continue using it in the future
(Schiefelbusch, 2016).

Importance of civil society in advancing sustainable
transportation
Public transport is a commodity subject to political decisions and exposed to strong opposing
forces. Accordingly, and as in all struggles over the distribution of public resources and
allocation of space, it is important to raise the concerns of citizens in seeking improved
public transport. This need has led to the growth of civil society organizations in various
Western countries throughout the world. There are several compelling reasons for civic
involvement and participation in order to advance public transport:
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Passenger rights are central. Historically, in most first-world countries urban public transport
has been supplied by public companies or by granting exclusive licenses to specific service
operators. Public transport operators were not required to comply with accepted consumer
laws as in other markets, e.g. replacement or compensation on account of faulty service.
In a situation in which compensation is at the operator's discretion there is little incentive
to compensate consumers or improve the service. This is especially true for bus services
in European countries which have not yet been regularized and to a lesser extent for
vehicle services. Such a reality harms passengers – whether directly due to faulty service
or indirectly, when transport companies interpret this situation as an incentive to reduce
service standards (Schiefelbusch,2016b). Therefore, in situations where passengers as
consumers have no possibility to protest by opting for another service, it is important to
amplify their voices so as to generate improvement in the existing service (Holger et al,
2016).

Social-political
Public transport services can be considered as shared goods. High civic participation
signifies the development and adoption of a new, passenger-focused transportation
system, integrating solutions that originate not with so-called experts, but with passengers
who are in touch with facts on the ground. And indeed, there is a growing conception that
addresses not only the quantity of public transport services, but also satisfaction with
the service. The reason for this is that as private motorization increases and dependency
on public transport decreases, the trend of abandoning public transport grows stronger
(Schiefelbusch,2016a). Such being the case, the way to attract owners of private vehicles
to use public transport is to provide high-level service. This is a challenging but not
impossible task: in Germany 26% of users of public transport own private vehicles; 94%
of users of railway services opted for such services rather than any others at their disposal
(Schiefelbusch,2016b). Evaluating public transport in terms of satisfaction indexes makes
it possible to immediately identify operation and planning failures; typically, such failures
are discovered only at a later stage through costly surveys. Furthermore, doing so helps
improve the image of public transport, prevents customer defection (Schiefelbusch,2016b),
and contributes to needs-based planning, particularly in locations where systemic and
organized information is lacking.

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Consumer rights

Unlike the business sector, a low number of complaints and low involvement of consumers
does not necessarily indicate high satisfaction with the existing service. Many consumers
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choose not to complain or to take action for various reasons, such as uncertainty whether a
particular instance justifies submitting a complaint due to insufficient proof, lack of assured
compensation, or uncertain success to be expected by the end of the process – even if
the consumer deems the complaint justified. Another reason is the unclear address of the
relevant entities to turn to and/or insufficiently accessible channels of communication
(difficulty in locating the address online, payment, etc.) In this regard it is worth noting that
typically the goal of public transport passengers who complain is not to receive monetary
compensation, but rather to prevent the instance from reoccurring and bringing about
improved service (Schiefelbusch, 2016b).

Role of civil society organizations in the domain of transport
In consideration of the above situation, the two central roles of third-sector organizations
seeking to improve public transport are:
1. To strengthen public transport in its competition with private vehicles.
2. To represent passengers and their interests before service suppliers (Holger et al,
2016).
In other words, their role is to make the use of public transport attractive, which
needs to be achieved by increasing the number of customers who voice their concerns and
demand public transport improvement to a maximum (compared to private car customers),
while at the same time reducing the number of dissatisfied customers to a minimum
(Schiefelbusch,2016b).
In most countries, there are no structured procedures for the civic involvement of
passengers or protecting their rights as consumers in the case of faulty service. Since the
"voicing of passenger concerns" is not directly available, it is important to identify relevant
strategies to facilitate a dialogue and boost political influence for promoting changes
(Holger et al, 2016).

Areas of activity for generating change
Passenger organizations operate through different methods and at different levels in
order to achieve their goals. Some advocate for passengers as their primary goal while
for others, such as environmental organizations, this is just one of several directions. The
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organizations operate at the local, regional, national and international levels. The local
level mostly attempts to achieve goals in a specific district, by forming ad hoc teams
that dismantle once their struggle has ended. Other organizations are characterized by
sustained and methodical work, with improvement targets that are achievable in the
medium and long term.

Political/public – Setting priorities at the political level for the sake of investing in
public transport.
Planning – Involvement in planning and adding services, and involvement leading up to
the start of operation.
In reality, the political and planning levels frequently overlap: Passengers will act on
the political level if they do not achieve a solution that satisfies their wishes, while
politicians for their part will want to be involved so long as they see it as important for
their political survival. "NIMBY" ('not in my backyard') campaigns against inauguration of
a new transportation line or demands to reduce tariffs are examples. Politically, issues are
determined at the strategic level, mostly by lawmakers. At the planning level issues are
determined by operators and the local authority.
Quality control – Tracking the implementation of the existing service; familiarity with
standards to be expected from operators and tracking their application.
Improvement following implementation/application – Providing practical suggestions
and solutions for improving the newly implemented service. In doing so, solutions arise to
planning problems and other problems caused by faulty service.

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Strategies for generating change and increasing civic involvement and participation may
be divided into several areas (Schiefelbusch, 2016a):

Institutionalized criteria for continued improvement – Defining the meaning of
"good service."

Examples of global modes of action
In the collected examples that follow, we have chosen organizations whose mission is to
improve public transport and do so in a sustained manner (rather than a local organization
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that disbands upon achieving its goal). Information was gathered mainly from the
organizations' websites and from information written on them in a study conducted and
described in the book of Schiefelbusch & Dienel (2016).7
Despite the substantial collection of examples, it is very difficult to assess the degree of
success of the activity. As in any political process, it would be misleading to assess only
the results of a specific negotiation. Decisions that are reached are typically the result of
multiple discussions and based on both past and present experience; and it is not always
possible to point to the exact party that first advances a specific position.
Additionally, any attempt to replicate models perceived as successful won't always
succeed since the cultural and organizational context is highly important. Nevertheless,
these examples allow us to enrich our knowledge and study various legal structures and
activities that are different than those that exist in Israel.

Political/public action
Formal and informal political moves – Use of formal tools such as initiating or
participating in committees and parliamentary hearings connected with transportation as
well as proposing legislative initiatives. Passenger organizations for the most part operate
among all political parties and have no political affiliation. In addition they will operate
at different political levels – national, regional and local. Along with this, efforts include
lobbying and sending representatives in order to advance relevant transportation related
issues among elected representatives behind the scenes. Some organizations explicitly
state that they apply direct pressure on politicians via lobbying.
Newsletters and periodicals – All of the organizations publish newsletters for
circulating information on their work and the work of certain other organizations, mainly
longstanding ones. The more established organizations also publish periodicals. These
deal with various transportation matters, for example updating and discussing future
transport plans, presenting findings from surveys conducted by organizations, etc. Their
goal is to maintain contact with the public and apply pressure on politicians. In some cases
the newsletters and periodicals are also distributed in book stores or through another
form of mass distribution. One such organization, the German IGEB, regularly publishes
newsletters and professional information via its SIGNAL periodical.8
7
8
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See Appendix 1
https://www.gve-verlag.de/signal/signal.php

Campaigns that promote a specific issue – A common strategy is to generate a
campaign dealing with a specific issue. The chosen issue can be a change in existing
policy (such as canceling the paving of an expressway) or creating new policy. A campaign
typically raises a problem and presents suggested solutions. In most cases a political
figure is chosen to be targeted by the campaign, with pressure applied accordingly.
Organizations leading a campaign encourage the public to sign petitions or send letters
to politicians (in a prepared format) and occasionally call for organized demonstrations. In
order to gain monetary support, the organizations occasionally urge the public to donate
to a specific campaign. In this regard it should mentioned that certain campaigns focus
on messaging aimed at improving the service for passengers as consumers (e.g. reducing
prices, improving ticketing) while others focus on other goals that will be achieved upon
improving public transport, such as reduced air pollution, economic savings, etc. One
example is the "Public Transport without Traffic Congestion" campaign being led by the
Australian PTUA organization. The campaign seeks to change existing priorities in favor
of investing in public transport, and encourages the public to sign a petition, contact
politicians, and take other actions.12

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Information gathering and circulating professional reports – A considerable portion
of passenger organizations gather information from the field (through the option to submit
an onsite report)9 and publish professional reports. Occasionally these reports are based
on information that by law must be submitted by the operators (in Belgium and Britain,
for example). The reports include, among other things, suggested solutions to general
problems as well as proposed legislation. The main goal of the reports is to raise issues
on the agenda and draw the attention of politicians in the interest of advancing changes.
Examples of such are the various reports issued by the Dutch ROVER organization10 or the
British Campaign for Better Transport11.

Interesting work was done in Vancouver where a local organization sought to extend
hours of operation into the late night hours. The organization's principal means of
operation consisted of: gathering data and findings, writing a detailed report on the need
for nighttime public transport including its unique character, on how this will bring about
improvement to city life and the lives of residents, additional employment opportunities,
For example https://bettertransport.org.uk/save-our-buses/consultation-example-response; or the report
summary of ROVER: http://www.volletreinen.nl/
10
https://www.rover.nl/
11
https://bettertransport.org.uk/research
12
https://www.publictransportnottraffic.org/
9
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overcoming crime, etc. The activity was successful and public transport hours of operation
in Vancouver were indeed extended.
The New York Passengers organization focuses on the goals of improving existing
service, advancing express lines, and shortening travel times. The organization publishes
reports on the city's worst bus lines and holds press conferences that include media
'gimmicks' calling attention to the problematic line. Activists in the organization hold an
event in the style of the 'Oscars' where they awarded prizes for the worst/slowest buses
in the city.

Figure 2: New York – prize for the slowest bus

Another novel activity was the holding of a grand funeral for a railway line that had been
neglected by the local system. A ceremony was held at the departing station that included
a wreath of flowers and bagpipe music. The 'funeral' and the prize awards were meant
to draw attention of the public and the media to public transport services in need of
improvement.

16

Figure 4: Demonstration in New York calling for reduced public
transport prices

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Figure 3: 'Funeral' for a railway line neglected by the New York
Railways Company
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Figure 5: Boston – demonstration and petition for improving public
transport

Figure 6: Buses in Crises – Britain

source: https://bettertransport.org.uk/buses-in-crisis-2018
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source: https://bettertransport.org.uk/buses-in-crisis, 2018

Contact details of relevant politicians and referring to the media – Certain
organizations encourage passengers to directly contact politicians and the media in
order to raise bothersome problems and exert pressure. They provide contact details of
newspapers and politicians and encourage the public to make use of them through stories
of previous successes. Some organizations even publish endorsements for candidates in
local elections.
Figure 8:

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Figure 7: investments in Britain for promoting bus transportation

Source: https://www.publictransportnottraffic.org/
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Action in the planning domain
In order to integrate the needs of passengers into planning, two conditions must be in
place. The first, the needs of passenger must be known to the planners. The second,
those needs need to be taken into account during the planning stages. The role of the
organizations, then, is to work on these two levels – to inform planners of needs that arise
on the ground and ensure they are integrated into planning.
Participation in practices for involving the public in advancing planning
processes – In certain countries there are formal processes in place for involving the
public on different levels. For example, in Switzerland as part of a process for determining
schedules for long trips, the planned timetable was advertised and citizens invited to
provide comments. The same in Germany, where two alternatives for planned lines were
advertised, with the public invited to choose their preferred alternative, through in-field
surveys and online voting. Another type of formal involvement is the opportunity to
respond to various plans such as construction plans or operational tenders, with the option
to suggest other standards in operating the service based on the needs public transport
users. In such situations, the passenger organizations play a representative role.
In places where there are no structured practices, the role of a passenger organization is
to remain alert to various processes and make timely use of the different means at their
disposal: public complaints and inquiries (even if they are not a representative sampling),
conducting user surveys (as well as non-users), media activity and more.
Local groups – Many organizations seek to develop and empower local groups so that
they take active part in processes of planning and improving service. Organizing on the
local-community level towards a shared purpose is a very powerful mechanism that is
encouraged by passenger organizations by accompanying and guiding local groups. Many
organizations serve the function of community organizer. For example local groups backed
by the Campaign for Better Transport chose to promote various issues such as improving
reliability of information contained in timetables (which was missing or inaccurate) or
improving bus service in the city of their residence.13
As an example, a local group of public transport passengers in Seattle protested the nonenforcement of public transport lanes in a creative way. They 'cancelled' the lane – blocking
passage of private vehicles and diverting them to the 'lane for private vehicles'. In another
13
https://bettertransport.org.uk/find-local-bus-campaigning-groups
For a list of local groups operating in Britain see: https://www.bususers.org/your-local-group
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case, a local Seattle group organized a mass cycling excursion which blocked the road
in order to convey the message that private vehicles harm and pollute the environment,
while alternative transportation reduces such environmental damage.

Quality control of the service
Passenger Advisory Board – In German-speaking countries, the Passenger Advisory
Board model is common. The Board is composed of regular users of public transport (called
the "Regular Board") or representatives of passenger organizations ("Experts' Board). The
role of the Board is to discuss and express the viewpoints of passengers on contemporary
and future issues concerning public transport. Since the Board enjoys official status due
to its link with operators and/or the responsible government authority, the responsible
parties have a certain commitment to listen to and deliberate over problems raised in
Board discussions – unlike attitudes towards other consumer organizations. The Board in
most cases comprises between 20 and 30 members who work either at the regional level,
in a specific operator's zone of operation, or on the municipal level. Costs for funding
the Board are mostly paid for from the operator's external relations budget, or from the
government authority with which the Board associates. A variety of issues come up in

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Figure 9: Seattle – occupying the streets, an alternative to private vehicles
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Board discussions including schedules, infrastructures, service standards, tariffs, vehicle
design, planning procedures and more. The role of representatives of the operator/
authority in Board meetings is to offer suggestions and respond to questions. Different
Boards experience differing senses of success. Some are able to report on improvements
(mainly in areas that are easily adjusted) while others say no significant change has taken
place in the operator-passenger relationship. A few even report worsening of conditions
subsequent to the Board's work (Holger et al, 2016). It should be mentioned that in
Germany, for example, an umbrella organization exists for such boards and meets annually
in order to reinforce and train the boards.14
Binding legislation – In Holland, legislation has cemented the status of passenger
organizations (Wet Passenger Transport Act – 2000). A key area reinforced by the Act is
'obligatory consultation'. The regional transportation authority, or franchisee, is obliged
to consult on key matters with passenger organizations in connection with a tender or
with normal operations, including: complying with timetables, conveying information to
passengers on times and tariffs, travel conditions, tickets and ticket availability (where
and when to purchase tickets), payment options, accessibility, and passengers' sense of
security. After any decision is reached, the authority/franchisee is obliged to inform the
passenger organization and the same holds true for any case of a change in policy, new
infrastructure, or maintenance works. Furthermore, if the authority or franchisee does not
satisfy a tender's conditions they are obliged to consult with the passenger organizations
in matters of how to deal with complaints, compensation for late arrivals, and qualityrelated objectives.
Experience in Holland reveals that the legislation has led to the development of strong
representation in certain locations and the forming of significant cooperative relationship
between passenger organizations and the responsible parties. Still, in certain locations
such leadership has not developed. Legislation alone is not enough and additional means
are needed so as to grow such a leadership.
Similarly, binding legislation also exists in Britain. Public transport operators by law are
obliged to consult with passenger organizations before effecting changes in schedules
and must take their opinions into account. Additionally, if a passenger organization turns
to an operator on behalf of a specific passenger, the operator is obliged to address the
matter and provide some sort of written response (without the obligation for appropriate
handling) (Holger et al, 2016).
14
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For activity of the umbrella organization, see: https://www.fahrgastbeiräte.de/

Figure 10:

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Research, monitoring, consultation/advice – Aside from consultations between
passenger organizations and the responsible parties (initiated by the latter due to a binding
law) the organizations work proactively to express their opinions and voice passenger
concerns. The organizations initiate meetings with relevant decision makers and advance
research through satisfaction surveys, focus groups, information gathered from the field
or from operators in countries where they are legally required to convey information. (For
example, in England and Belgium the organizations have access to recordings and other
existing references concerning the operation of the service). The goal of research is to
monitor existing problems, raise public criticism in the event of failures, and set objectives
for improvement including improved procedures, changes in standards and legislation.
Thus, for example, organizations such as Dutch ROVER and the British Transport Focus and
London Travel Watch publish studies and public reports on a variety of matters including:
satisfaction with rail service, with waiting conditions at stations, accessibility and more.15

Examples of different reports can be found at: https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/research-publications/
https://www.rover.nl/onze-activiteiten/onderzoek-voor-rocov-s
http://www.londontravelwatch.org.uk/our_work/document_store
15
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It is important to point out that the challenge in this regard is especially large, particularly
for small-sized, volunteer-based passenger organizations. Basing an organization solely on
complaints from the ground is not enough, since the responsible parties tend to claim that
such complaints are not a representative sample and are hardly credible. It follows that a
great deal of information must be gathered systematically in order to gain public attention
from the responsible parties (Schiefelbusch, Böhme and Faas, 2016).
Information for passengers concerning their rights – Many organizations provide
information to passengers on their rights about different issues such as ticketing, tariffs,
information concerning schedules, and information on who to turn to in order to handle
problems should they arise. All this is intended to stimulate awareness and make certain
that passengers receive appropriate service.16

Improving existing service
Stamps of quality – Certain organizations choose to advance voluntary consumer
protection by awarding 'stamps of quality', assuming that the desired service is not
dependent solely on being supplied by a company, but also on external pressure. Some
organizations award a stamp of quality to operators that meet defined criteria, or they
encourage operators to commit to a "quality of service charter.” The charter in most
cases is composed of binding criteria as well as recommended criteria for improving the
service. Not meeting a charter's conditions does not involve a penalty; however, since it
is publically visible, it encourages the operators to work towards continual improvement
(Hartwig & Neugebaue, 2016).
Meetings between operators and the public – Initiating meetings between operators
and the public at large is aimed at allowing citizens to voice their concerns over problems
that arise including offering suggestions. Such a move is part of overseeing dialogue
between passengers and operators concerning facts on the ground. Examples of such
initiatives are seen in the work of Bus User UK, which organizes about fifty "Your Bus
Matters"17 meetings a year, or Railway Week organized by the German IGEB.18 Another,
more methodical possibility is to form brainstorming teams and hold roundtables in order
to advance solutions for improving the service (Schiefelbusch, 2016a).
16
Examples of organizations' activity concerning information to passengers:
http://www.londontravelwatch.org.uk/consumer_advice/your_rights_using_transport_london
https://www.ptua.org.au/publications/fines
17
https://bususers.org/operators/events/
18
https://www.igeb.org/schienenverkehrswochen.html
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Figure 11:

2. International review: civic activity for advancing sustainable transport

Alternative conflict settlement – Some passenger organizations, such as in Belgium
and England, have legal status defining them as bodies for settling conflicts between
operators and passengers in the event of a dispute. The role of passenger organizations
varies from place to place, running along the continuum of 'advocate' to 'judge'. In certain
locations, passenger organizations play the role of 'advocate' and, through dialogue,
assist passengers in calling on operators to provide a solution to the problem. It should be
mentioned that there are locations where the operator employs persons charged with the
role of 'mediator' who adjudicate conflicts independently, with the 'advocate' passenger
organization assisting in making contact with them. Examples of such organizations are
London Travel Watch, Transport Focus, and Bus Users UK.19 Another mechanism for settling
conflicts is through an 'equal representation' committee serving in the role of "adjudicator.”
The committee considers claims of the sides and arrives at a decision accordingly. Each
problem is considered separately as the committee does not lump all problems together
as a whole (Schiefelbusch, 2016c).

Source: https://www.bususers.org/complaints/

19

https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/advice-and-complaints/rail-complaints/
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It should also be pointed out that in locations where no conflict settlement mechanism
exists, the organizations occasionally turn to a legal advisor in order to launch a judicial
instance on behalf of passengers or to file a consumer claim. Thus for example, consumer
protection organizations or passenger organizations assist in the filing of claims including
small claims.
Figure 12:

Source: http://www.londontravelwatch.org.uk/complaints/an_introduction_complaining
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Situation review and status
Issues related to transportation in Jerusalem are diverse. Their main features can be
described through the following components:

1. Map of public transport in Jerusalem: problematic spatial deployment
and lack of essential services
Employment centers cut off from service – Har Hotzvim, Givat Shaul, and hospitals
lacking full access such as Hadassah Ein Kerem hospital. Additionally, missing services for
students at Hebrew University of Jerusalem and different local colleges.
Long travel times that cannot compete with private vehicles (also due to the Light Rail
monopoly and a serious shortage of enforced public transport lanes). Travel time is the
key component in choosing one's means of transportation. Short travel times are highly
important for public transport to serve as a fitting alternative to private vehicles. However
in practice, arrival times in most cases of using public transport are double or
even more compared with private vehicles.
The table below present travel times in arriving at the Central Station from different
locations in the city using either a private vehicle or public transport at identical times.
Times were checked according to routes and an estimate of real-time travel using Waze
and Moovit.
The figures do not include walking time to the station or searching for parking space. In
tests conducted in the field by the Ministry of Transport, travel times using public transport
were even longer. There are neighborhoods from which trips are especially long and
tedious such as East Talpiot, Har Homa, Neve Yaakov, and Gilo.
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Figure 13: For the majority of destinations, travel time from Central Station using
public transport is almost double or more
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PT

Private
vehicle

PT

Private
vehicle

Abu Tor

42

22

Yemin Moshe

30

15

Bukharim

25

10

City Center

8

5

Beit HaKerem

10

7

Mea She'arim

20

17

Bayit va Gan

25

12

Musrara

12

20

Beit Hanina

33

20

Malha

35

11

Beit Tzafafa

35

13

Neve Yaakov

55

40

Baka

33

17

Silwan

45

22

Jabal Mukhabar

50

24

Ein Kerem

25

15

Givat Mordechai

25

10

Isawiya

37

25

Givat Massuah

35

13

Ir Ganim, Kiryat Menachem

40

15

Givat Shaul

12

9

Pisgat Ze'ev

25

26

Katamon/Gonenim

26

11

Pat

40

12

Gilo

45

22

Kiryat HaYovel

40

15

French Hill

25

23

Ramot

52

30

German Colony

32

16

Ramat Sharett, Ramat Denya

45

12

Greek Colony

34

13

Shu'afat

16

22

Har Nof

20

13

Sheikh Jarrah

20

18

Old City

20

21

Shmuel HaNavi

10

12

Homat Shmuel / Har Homa

50

26

Talpiot Arnona

35

20

Talbiyeh

30

13

East Talpiot

50
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2. Existing operators – Egged and Citypass
In December 2017 the Ministry of Transport published its half-year review of the activity of
public transport operators in Israel20. The review, which addresses the months January –
June 2017, was produced through three electronic checks and five human checks from
the departing stations. According to a spot check carried out by the Ministry of Transport,
the operational deviation index for Egged Jerusalem – the Jerusalem operator – stands
at only 2.08%. The highest deviation index in the reviewed parameters was for "static
signposting at stations,” with a deviation of 5.6%, followed by an extreme gap in 'non
performance of trips' of 2.8%.

Egged
Urban Jerusalem
Parameters checked in operational review
Reviewed parameter

Description of deviation

Percentage of irregular findings
Median 1
2017

Median 2
2016

Median 1
2016

0.1%
2.4%
2.8%
0.7%
0.7%
0.4%
0.1%
0.3%
0.4%
1.5%
0.0%
0.5%
2.7%
5.6%
2.08%

0.1%
2.5%
3.9%
0.8%
0.8%
0.3%
0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
1.5%
0.0%
0.4%
3.7%
5.3%
2.47%

0.1%
1.1%
0.7%
0.2%
0.4%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
1.1%
0.0%
0.3%
2.8%
1.1%
1.63%

Meeting timetables

Early
Late by 6 min. or more
Non-performance of trip
During traveling route
Suitable number of passengers
Travel route and stops
Traffic and operational Clear indication of bus line
infrastructure
Cleanliness of bus
Defects/flaws in bus
Suitability of bus for bus line
Bus accessibility
Driver responsibility
Neat appearance of driver
Driver courteousness
Information to the public Display of bus line number
Static signs at stations
Deviation index in operational review

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Figure 14: Summary of review of Egged Jerusalem

Source: taken from Ministry of Transport review, page 28

This finding does not reflect the true situation on the ground in terms of deviation.
If we address data pertaining to non-performance from the same period of the review we
obtain a deviation index of 8.9%. Additionally, the data as found in the review does not
20

The material at our disposal during the writing of this document
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approach the data presented in the inspection carried out by the Ministry of Transport on
Egged Jerusalem in September 2016, which found a deviation of 12.4% of all trips that
were checked.
Figure 15: planned trips vs. actual trips – Egged Jerusalem in 2017
Planned vs. actual performance – Egged Transportation Ltd. – urban Jerusalem area, 2017
Data as of Nov. 26, 2017

Last updated: Nov. 24, 2017

Planned vs. actual performance, by month
Month

Actual
Number Percentage
Kilometers Licensed
Total
Licensed Trips not
Trips
Trips
nonaccording performed trips, not recognized kilometers as traveled as kilometers kilometers, of buses
performance
not
identified in license per license per license traveled, not
as per
to license
identified recognized in
license
license

January

186,871

152,995

33,876

8,288

2,525,481

2,080,996

444,485

113,225

831

18.1%

February

165,833

148,368

17,465

9,562

2,236,099

2,008,568

227,531

129,967

823

10.5%

March

186,078

170,750

15,382

8,300

2,511,081

2,311,536

200,229

114,013

861

8.3%

April

158,357

146,187

12,220

5,067

2,130,431

1,979,311

151,641

67,705

843

7.7%

May

178,469

163,641

14,828

4,202

2,399,772

2,208,524

191,249

56,526

896

8.3%

June

174,063

164,420

9,643

3,555

2,350,024

2,224,624

125,400

48,453

884

5.5%

July

181,006

170,074

10,932

4,883

2,457,540

2,310,998

146,542

67,127

853

6.0%

August

185,223

172,104

113,119

6,043

2,514,647

2,333,917

180,730

82,299

824

7.1%

September

158,786

147,441

11,345

4,402

2,134,918

1,981,459

153,459

58,617

882

7.1%

October

176,237

156,266

19,971

4,701

2,348,526

2,096,104

252,422

62,689

874

11.3%

148,411

138,469

1,859,585

November
Total

1,899,334 1,730,715

9,942

1,343

1,991,191

168,723

60,346

25,599,711 23,395,622

131,605

18,645

860

6.7%

2,205,293

819,265

1,403

8.9%

The Jerusalem Transportation Master Plan is the organizing authority for public
transport in urban and metropolitan Jerusalem. In the years 2012–2018 and in the
framework of the Master Plan, various surveys were conducted to gauge satisfaction with
use of the Light Rail.
In 2019 and for the first time, the Master Plan will also survey satisfaction levels pertaining
to the use of buses in public transport in Jerusalem in general. These findings are expected
to be available to the public towards the end of the 2019 work year.
According to Master Plan data taken from position surveys concerning the Light Rail, there
was improvement in the public's perception of the service: from 59% reporting 'high' or
'very high' satisfaction with the service in 2012, to 79% in 2018. In 2012, some 14% of
those surveyed expressed 'low' or 'very low' satisfaction with the service compared with
3% who responded 'not at all satisfied' in 2018.
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Figure 16: Source – Transportation Master Plan

Sample size

Data from new
questionnaire
April 2017 – May
2018
14,060 respondents

Source: Transportation Master Plan

Figure 17: General Satisfaction by year
General satisfaction according to year

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Period

Data from old
questionnaire
March 2012 – February
2017
70,680 respondents

Source: Transportation Master Plan
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Electronic monitoring was instituted starting in 2019 and is expected to more precisely
reflect the activity of public transport (bus) operators.
Jerusalem's major difficulty with transportation is also reflected in the Ministry of
Transport's Public Inquiries report21 for 2018. There was a rise in public inquiries from 2017
to 2018, mainly reflected in the large gap between the number of incoming public inquiries
concerning Jerusalem compared with remaining parts of the country:
Figure 18: inquiries forwarded to Ministry of Transport district administrators,
2017 vs. 2018
Inquiries referred to district administrators:
2018 vs. 2017

https://www.gov.il/BlobFolder/reports/public_inquiries_report_for_2018/
he/%D7%93%D7%95%D7%97%20%D7%A4%D7%A0%D7%99%D7%95%D7%AA%20%D7%94%D7%A
6%D7%99%D7%91%D7%95%D7%A8%20%D7%9C%D7%A9%D7%A0%D7%AA%202018.pdf
21
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Worsened service and decreased satisfaction are also reflected in the 15 Minutes city
rankings report23, which presents the number of opportunities to board public transport
in relation to the number of inhabitants: In 2013 Jerusalem was in 9th place in Israel; in
2017 it ranking fell to 15th place and in 2018 continued its worsening trend and fell to
19th place. If no rethinking of the Jerusalem transportation map is done, the situation will
continue to deteriorate in coming years.

3. Opportunities: new tenders
Egged
A new tender was advertised in the second half of 2018 for bus service in Jerusalem.
The tender is characterized by a number of new and groundbreaking elements that should
dramatically improve public transport services in Jerusalem.

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Data from the Public Transportation Alliance 15 Minutes also reflects the fact that the
public transport situation in Jerusalem is grave.22 Throughout the year 2018, some 30% of
all inquiries arriving to the 15 Minutes call center concerned Jerusalem public transport
lines. The bus line ranked first nationally in terms of the worst bus lines was bus line
15 in Jerusalem, which travels from Talpiot to Central Station. Prolonged waiting times
and extreme congestion due to infrequent trips make traveling on this bus line extremely
difficult. Other lines that received frequent inquiries were bus lines 78 and 19 which,
like bus line 15, suffer from low-frequency trips, lack of priority on the road, and high
congestion.

Direct lines – According to the new tender, the city's key employment centers will be
served by direct express line service from the city's neighborhoods. Express lines to Har
Hotzvim, Central Station and the Navon station will travel on Begin Boulevard from the
neighborhoods of Gilo, Kiryat HaYovel, Har Homa, Ramot and others.
Doubling of service – The extent of public transport in Jerusalem is expected to double
after the tender comes into force. Contrary to other tenders and reforms in which the new
arrangement cancels old lines in the previous arrangement, no significant cancelation of
existing bus lines appears in the new tender. It should be noted that the tender introduces

22
23

http://bit.ly/2AOd3xg
http://bit.ly/30RwUGx
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two new operators to Jerusalem, this in addition to Egged whose services will concentrate
in the southern area of the city center (Katamon and northward).
The traveling experience – The tender also refers to a satisfactory traveling experience,
namely new buses including electric buses, boarding the bus from all doors, separation of
the driver from passengers similar to the Light Rail and bus line 1 in Tel Aviv – all these
will make traveling faster and more pleasant.
Remarks concerning the bus tender:
It appears that the tender is missing a number of elements whose absence detracts from
its maximum potential. Action should be taken on a number of levels in order to attend to
certain shortcomings that are liable to impact the public transport services the new tender
seeks to advance:
Egged services – The new tender leaves Egged with its existing extent of service and
its current fleet of buses. In fact, this results in disparities in operation and in the traveling
experience between travelers using buses of the new companies and travelers on Egged
buses. It is necessary to ensure that the traveling experience, level of service, and fleet of
buses all across the city are identical and high-level.
Activation of the new bus line arrangement is expected to take place in mid-2020 or
perhaps later. Until then and pursuant to Ministry of Transport plans, no improvement is
expected to take place in the public transport situation in the city. Therefore, during the
interim period, it is necessary to increase enforcement and fines imposed on Egged
so as to assure that the existing service is full.
Begin Boulevard public transport lane – As will be detailed later, the Ministry of
Transport is looking into the establishment of a public transport lane along the northern
section of the road, from Route 443 to the entrance to the city. However no such plan
exists for the southern section of the road, which suffers from traffic jams, despite the
fact that express lines are supposed to run here. This means that the public transport lane
will serve public transport arriving from outside the city, and not the majority of Jerusalem
residents. A public transport lane must be arranged for both directions all along Begin
Boulevard.
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Citypass
Jerusalem is Israel's first and thus far only city that offers Light Rail service. The currently
active Light Rail route extends for around 14 kilometers and its route runs from Mt. Herzl to
Jaffa Road, to Safra Square and from there to Highway 1, Beit Hanina and Pisgat Ze'ev.

To date, two additional Light Rail lines in the city have been approved: the Green line and
the Blue line. The Green line connects Mount Scopus, Bar Ilan Street and Yirmiyahu Street
to the Central Station, and from there passing through Givat Ram and Givat Mordechai
to Pat Junction and onward to Gilo. The Blue line departs from the Ramot neighborhood,
continues to the Haredi business center and then to Yehezkel and Strauss Streets, King
George Street, Keren HaYesod, Hebron Road and to Gilo. An extension of the Blue line
connects between Liberty Bell Park and Pat Junction via Emek Refaim Street.
It is important to mention the Light Rail's Brown line, which is meant to serve East
Jerusalem, will depart from Atarot airport and connect between the neighborhoods of
Shu'afat and Umm Lisun. The line is expected to be implemented in stages (the first
stage will cover the northern section). The line involves long-term planning, but no exact
timetable is in place.

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Plans to extend the red line to Neve Yaakov and Hadassah Ein Kerem are significantly
delayed – this despite the fact that removal works (of infrastructure) from the area of
Neve Yaakov and Kiryat Yovel concluded some time ago. Infrastructure works are currently
underway in preparation for laying tracks between Ora Junction and Hadassah Ein Kerem
hospital.

A tender for laying tracks for the Red line and Green line extensions including activation
of the full Light Rail network is currently in its advanced stages. The current operator of
the Red line, Citypass, has withdrawn from the tender. This new tender cancels the noncompetition clause previously in favor of Citypass.
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Figure 19: Planned Light Rail lines in Jerusalem

Light Rail line in Jerusalem
Gilo-Malcha-Mt. Scopus –
previously approved

Neve Yakov-Ein Kerem –
currently operates until Mt. Herzl

Givat Shaul-Neve Yakov –
previously approved

Runs until Hadassah Ein Kerem –
NEW

Shaar Ha'ashafot-Israel Museum –
NEW

Gilo-Ramot –
previously approved

Atarot Umm Lison (eastern line) –
NEW

Mt. Scopus-Malcha–
previously approved

Talpiot-Hadassah Ein Kerem – NEW

Neve
Yakov

Pisgat
Zeev

Ramot

Shu'afat
French
Hill
Givat
Shaul

Har Nof
Mt. Herzl

Central
Station

Beit
HaKerem

Old
City
Mt.
Scopus

Mahane
Yehuda

Mount of
Olives

Hadassah
Ein-Kerem Kiryat

HaYovel
Talpiot

Malcha
Gilo

Source: Transportation Master Plan, July 2019
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4. Urban public transport lanes
The city's central transportation routes almost exclusively serve travelers in private
vehicles.

Begin Boulevard, which crosses Jerusalem from north to south, almost exclusively serves
travelers in private vehicles, with only a tiny number of running buses. As mentioned, the
new tender includes express lines meant to travel along Begin Boulevard, however no
public transport lane is included. The Ministry of Transport is looking into establishing
a public transport lane along the northern part of Begin Boulevard – from Route 443 to
the entrance to the city. However the Boulevard's southern part has no such lane planned,
despite suffering from traffic jams and despite the plan for express lines to run here. A
public transport lane must be arranged for both directions and along the entire
length of Begin Boulevard.
In places in which there is a third lane, that lane must be reserved for bus travel only. This
is in accordance with Ministry of Transport guidelines for the marking of public transport
lanes. In places that contain only two lanes, a public transport lane must be allocated
along the road's edge as was done for Highway 2 in the direction of Tel Aviv. In places
where it is not possible to allocate such a lane, the second lane must be allotted for
travelers using public transport.

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Begin Boulevard

Hebron Road traffic route
Jerusalem's Hebron Road currently has a central public transport lane for neighborhoods
in southern Jerusalem (Gilo, Har Homa, East Talpiot and others), however the lane is only
partial and fragmented. Ironically, the more congested segment which begs for public
transport more than the remaining segments, between Naomi and David Remez Streets,
has no public transport lane. As a result, travelers using public transport remain stuck in
traffic jams together with drivers of private vehicles.
It is urgent for a public transport lane to be advanced in this segment – at the expense of a
lane for drivers of private vehicles, or by cancelling parking along this segment and turning
the parking areas into a public transport lane.
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Central Station / Navon Railway station
Jerusalem's Central Station and railway station complex is an area with a high concentration
of travelers using public transport, however arriving there is slow due to only partial and
fragmented allocation of public transport lanes. Thus for example, Haim Hazaz and Shazar
Boulevards, the traffic artery running from the junction of Aza – Herzog – Tchernichovsky
to the Central Station and railway station complex, has no public transport lane; here, too,
it appears that this is a traffic artery reserved for drivers of private vehicles.
It is necessary to promote un-fragmented public transport lanes to the area of
Central Station from all local traffic arteries: from the south – Begin Blvd. and Shazar;
from the north – Sarei Yisrael; from the west – from the Egged parking lot and the junction
of Kiryat Moshe and Herzl streets through to the stations complex.
Public transport lanes in East Jerusalem
Planning and construction works (in various stages) to arrange/extend public transport
lanes in East Jerusalem are underway:
 Kalandia (underway)
 Adam – Hizma – Sayeret Duchifat (initial/detailed planning)
 Extension of Maale Adumim public transport lane in the direction of Jerusalem (early
planning)

Lack of enforcement for public transport lanes
About two years ago the Public Transportation Lane Law was amended by which: Fines
imposed due to private vehicles traveling along urban public transport lanes will be
transferred to the municipality. Enforcement of the Law can be done using cameras.
The city of Tel Aviv-Jaffa was the first to apply the amended law, with revenues to the city
treasury estimated at NIS 10.5 million per month! Despite this, in Jerusalem there is no
electronic enforcement of public transport lanes and passengers on public transport
feel this. It is possible and necessary to advance enforcement including through cameras
installed on the buses themselves.
Problematic locations in terms of enforcement:
Agrippas – Private vehicles regularly travel along the public transport lanes, which impacts
their dependability and congests them. It should be noted that the majority of express
lines in Jerusalem travel along this route in addition to numerous other bus lines.
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Keren HaYesod – King George – The most problematic segment lies between Ben
Yehuda and Jaffa Roads northbound. Here, numerous trucks park and thus congest the
segment, preventing buses from arriving to the sidewalk's edge and impacting that
stations' accessibility.

Entrance to the city – Nordau Square (Shaare Ha'ir building) and the routes leading to it
suffer from non-enforcement along the few existing public transport lanes in the area. The
extent of private vehicle traffic in this area significantly impacts public transport. Cameras
need to be positioned throughout the area in order to enforce free and exclusive travel of
buses along the public transport lanes.

5. Public transport in East Jerusalem
Background
When discussing transportation in the city's eastern section, we refer to neighborhoods
of the Arab sector in Jerusalem.24 Historically, transportation services for this sector
developed separately from the western city and to this day are still separate and cut off
from transportation services in western Jerusalem. This is the case despite significant
moves to upgrade and make connections over these past decades.

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Strauss – Yehezkel – The traffic route running from the "Iksim" Junction (King George–
Jaffa) northbound via Strauss Street, Kikar HaShabbat, and Yehezkel Street is a public
transport lane with virtually zero enforcement – this despite numerous bus lines passing
here including three particularly frequent express lines. Enforcement using cameras is
essential for this segment.

In 2004 the Ministry of Transport reorganized East Jerusalem bus lines. Until that time,
some 17 or more mass transportation arrangements operated across East Jerusalem at low
service standards. In the past, according to the Center Buses company25, public transport
services in the neighborhoods and villages used private vehicles of village residents. At
first the residents used open pickup trucks and later progressed to vans and taxis.
Since 2004, after the reorganization process, an organized transportation system operates
in the Arab neighborhoods. In a move lasting more than a decade and completed in 2016,
24
It should be noted that this area is not populated solely by the Arab sector (Transportation Master Plan –
East Jerusalem, material prepared for February 2019 meeting).
25
The Center Buses company is an association of independent public transport services that operated prior to the
reorganization. Today it serves the area of Jabal Mukaber, Wadi Kadum, and the central station at Sultan Suleiman
http://www.centerbuses.com/he/aboutus/
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the number of private public transport companies went down from seventeen to seven.
These companies operate under the umbrella of a single association called Mesieh
Mizrach Jerusalem.
Figure 20: public transport operators in East Jerusalem
Operator: (overlap between service areas)
North
 Jerusalem – Ramallah Ichud
East
 Jerusalem – Elwest Ichud
 Jerusalem – Abu Tor – Anata Ichud
 Jerusalem – Mount of Olives
 Jerusalem – Isawiya Mahane Shu'afat Ichud
South
 Jerusalem – Darom Ichud
 Tsur Baher Ichud
Source: Transportation Master Plan – East Jerusalem (2019)

Primary data: demand and utilization
According to data from the Jerusalem Statistical Yearbook (2019), in 2018 the number of
daily passengers stood at approximately 95,000; the number of daily trips totaled 2,750
with a fleet size of 255. According to a survey of traveling habits in 2010 (which appears
in the Transportation Master Plan 2019b), the peak hours for trips according to time of day
were between 07:00 – 08:00 and 13:00 – 15:00, due to the high number of children in the
Arab sector and the extremely high number of students. Transportation planning in the
east of the city needs to address these facts.
According to a Transportation Master Plan survey (2019A), the trip destinations in highest
demand are: the eastern business district, the Old City, At-Tur, Beit Hanina and Shu'afat.
According to the survey, the companies currently operate 31 regular bus lines licensed
by the Ministry of Transport. Yet still, the majority of bus lines lack organized stations
and instead rely on key stopping points. Furthermore, officially each line runs according
to a timetable, however in practice, most of the lines do not. The team working on the
master plan for East Jerusalem as part of the Transportation Master Plan for Jerusalem
has concluded that there is a significant shortage of public transport services in East
Jerusalem relative to the demographic data, namely: The percentage of public transport
services in eastern Jerusalem out of the entire city in terms of daily kilometers travelled is
only 19% (22–23% at peak hours), this compared to demographic data showing that 37%
of all Jerusalem residents and 40% of all Jerusalem students live in East Jerusalem.
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Primary challenges in advancing the public transport system in East Jerusalem
The Transportation Master Plan team for East Jerusalem in its February 2019 meeting
made a list of 18 primary issues related to transportation that characterize East Jerusalem.
The list is as follows:
Transportation Master Plan for East Jerusalem – transportation related issues
that characterize the eastern city – Interim summary

1. Hierarchy: Roads system with shortage of routes/paths to primary stops of local
lines
2. Traffic strips and sections: Shortage and discontinuity of pedestrian walkways/
sidewalks; unnatural street sections; street sections with problematic slopes
lengthwise
3. Safety: Multiple accidents, especially those involving pedestrians
4. Security crossings: Delays at some crossings cause traffic jams for vehicles and
public transportation. Conflicts between pedestrians and vehicle traffic in general is a
risk factor
5. Parking: Shortage of organized parking, which disturbs the flow of traffic and public
transportation
6. Road signs: Safety problems due to a lack of road signs on some East Jerusalem
streets

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Identified transportation – related issues characteristic of East Jerusalem:
Roads system: capacity and safety

7. Maintenance: Low level of maintenance lowers capacity of traffic teriesar
8. Enforcement: Lack of enforcement; parking on sidewalks and at bus stops
Public transportation: infrastructure, service and operation
9. Transportation service coverage: Many areas lack transportation services due to
(but not only) excessive sloping and/or protrusions on roads
10. Public transportation timetables: Gaps between supply and demand and between
the system’s licensed and actual timetable
11. Public transportation infrastructure: Shortage of transportation infrastructure –
passenger stations, final stops and terminals; issue of reducing the number of main
terminals; preferential routes
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12. Multiple transfers: Passengers are required to transfer frequently due to indirect
service between major destinations on account of multiple operators
13. Students: Large segment of passengers at peak hours which requires special
emphasis in planning
14. Additional public transportation issues: Enhancing efficiency of public
transportation lines, interfaces between bus and Light Rail lines; direct intercity lines;
combined fares; Friday and tourist trips; shift and salary management for drivers;
etc.
Urban development and planning processes
15. Traveling distances to work: Overloaded traffic arteries and long travel times due
to spatial imbalance between residences and centers of business, commerce, and
neighborhood/district institutions
16. Right of way: Disparities between the approved statutory status and the existing
situation on the ground including: buildings/structures on the right of way and paths
running on territory zoned for residences. Furthermore, there are paths that were
created at private initiative of residents, which raises issues of public transportation
operation and of maintenance
17. Urban planning: Uncertainty concerning future demand related to transportation, its
extent and possible deployment due to the disparity between expected demographic
growth and plans that are under preparation or approved for residential construction
and other land uses
18. Trust: Existing lack of trust between East Jerusalem residents and planning
institutions. It is necessary to communicate the planning process as part of involving
the public in the area
From among these, the issues in the immediate term likely to be relevant to civil society
in Jerusalem include:
1. Introduction of the Rav Kav system to East Jerusalem is a challenge and has not yet
taken place. This is due, among other things, to the issue of multiple operators. As a
result, prices for trips within the city for East Jerusalem residents are more expensive
than for residents of the western city. In West Jerusalem the price of a trip unit covers
90 minutes of travel time while in East Jerusalem residents must pay for an additional
ticket each time they transfer to another vehicle. This reality is reflected in data from
the Transportation Master Plan survey (2019), namely:
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 A one-time ticket is the mode of payment for 80% – 90% of passengers boarding
buses in East Jerusalem.
 Some 79% of those surveyed reported not being holders of a Rav Kav card.

2. The map of service lines reflects a current situation of deficient service coverage:
public transport lines in East Jerusalem travel south-north along Hebron Road, and
on Highway 1 in the direction of Bethlehem and Ramallah. Coverage within the
neighborhoods is poor and there are almost no direct lines to the western city aside
from the Light Rail line that passes by two neighborhoods in East Jerusalem, Beit
Hanina and Shu'afat.
Figure 21: Deficient service coverage
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3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem
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3. Quality of service: Currently there are multiple discrepancies between the mandated
timetables and routes of the Ministry of Transport and actual operation. According to a
report of the Transportation Master Plan, negotiations with operators are approaching
the signing stage for a new operating agreement that includes regularizing the
number of trips and standardizing routes in compliance with the Ministry of Transport
license.
4. The Transportation Master Plan team is currently working on marking out all stops that
appear in the licenses of the bus lines. Some 575 bus stops are set to be positioned
out of which about 190 are already in place (90 existing stops and another 100 or so
shared with Egged), and 385 in stages of construction. In other words out of all the
planned stops, only 33% are currently in service on the ground.

6. Information at stops
Information at stops in Jerusalem is presented to passengers in two ways: static
information and electronic information.
Static information is presented through signs posted at the stop which detail the routes
and arrival times of the different lines. However, the information is maintained at an
unsatisfactory level and in many cases is incomplete or non-existent.
The situation is worse in terms of electronic information, as displayed in real-time at
stops and via smartphone apps. Such information is supposed to reflect the number of
minutes in real-time until the bus arrives to the stop, yet the information is very often
inexact and mistaken. This impacts the dependability of the service for travelers using
public transport. It is essential to improve this situation and ensure accurate information
for passengers, firstly and foremost on the electronic boards at stations.

7. Walkability and bicycles: sustainable and complementary
transportation means
There is a broad variety of options possible to complement the public transport network
and make it sustainable. First and foremost is to make hilly Jerusalem accessible to
pedestrians and cyclists. This also requires including arrangements for shade along
streets, use of cable cars, and more.
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Walkability
Public transport and walkability go hand in hand. The average distance between bus
stations in Israel is estimated at approximately 300 meters plus walking from the final bus
stop to the final destination is on foot. Therefore it is highly important to assure a safe
space for pedestrians.

The Transportation Master Plan for Jerusalem deals with the subject of walkability, but
focuses on specific projects for making Light Rail stops accessible to pedestrians. These
projects will create or upgrade pathways/stairs/open public areas leading to Light Rail
stops, and includes shading features for streets with an emphasis on planting mature
trees. Additional works aimed at encouraging walkability include mechanical means
(elevators, escalators) between residential centers and Light Rail stops in order to bridge
over topography.
During the year 2019 the Master Plan is also expected to examine methodologies for
locating and prioritizing projects that bridge over topographical gaps in general throughout
the city and not necessarily in upgrading the Light Rail.
Bicycle paths
The Transportation Master Plan is also responsible for producing a master plan for
bicycle paths in the city. In this regard the 2019 work year includes:

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

On Jaffa Road, where the passage of private vehicles was prohibited, the number of
pedestrians has almost doubled in less than a year.

 Integrating existing and planned paths in the city via different entities to eventually
produce a hierarchical network.
 Outlining policy for paths that allow for integrated traffic (vehicles and bicycles)
including bicycle parking arrangements.
 Examining immediate solutions and exploiting opportunities.
As of 2017, some 43 kilometers of paved bicycles paths existed in the city. The goal is to
reach 123 km of paved bicycle paths by 2023. This will be achieved through:
Five-Year plan for bicycle paths: A budgeted plan for creating a network of bicycle
paths with an emphasis on Jerusalem's outlying/southwestern neighborhoods and
especially targeting students.
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Figure 22: Paving of bicycle paths, planned works.
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Figure 23:
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by the year 2023

Source: Transportation Master Plan
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Bicycle paths running along Light Rail lines: Bicycle paths are being built parallel
to the Light Rail's 'Green Line' in its current stage of construction; paths are also being
planned to run along future Light Rail lines.
Bicycle parking facilities are planned for Light Rail stops and in 'park-and-go" parking
areas.

Some five years ago, approximately NIS 25 million was invested in making Jerusalem
bus stops accessible. Parking space was provided near bus stops, sidewalks built, and
pedestrian/disabled access arranged. Despite this, we see an increasing trend of private
vehicles parking on sidewalks all across the city. In many neighborhoods the city does
not enforce the law against parking on sidewalks, even when this occurs at junctions,
pedestrian crossings, bus stops and other areas where parking is strictly prohibited.
Recently the Association for the Blind filed an appeal against the City of Jerusalem for
allowing parking on sidewalks, which endangers the lives of disabled persons. Despite
the law forbidding parking on sidewalks, the High Court of Justice rejected the appeal and
determined that the fight against parking on sidewalks must be through other means.
Harming the rights of pedestrians in Jerusalem is tantamount to interfering with
passengers using public transport and thus acts to bar children, families, teens, adults
and the disabled from using it.

3. The transportation situation in Jerusalem

Parking: impairs walkability and use of bicycles

Action must be taken to return the sidewalks to pedestrians in the following ways:
 Regulating movement along problematic streets such that pedestrians are top
priority. On streets where such action was taken parking spaces were marked out and
a safe space created for pedestrians.
 Planting trees and installing physical barriers at curbs in order to prevent parking.
Pedestrians cannot rely on human enforcement, which comes after the fact and after
violating the safe space. Harm to pedestrians must be prevented in advance.
 Narrow and/or historic streets must be converted to integrated streets (Dutch
model) in which pedestrians hold the right of way.
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 Deterrence via maximum enforcement: Fines for life-endangering parking should
be doubled and even tripled. Violations include parking along the curb of a pedestrian
crosswalk, at bus stops, at junctions, or any other form of parking that impacts
pedestrians' field of vision and thus endangers their lives.
 Street monitors for pedestrians: For many years civilians have been involved in
enforcing the law in terms of the environment (hygiene inspectors) and traffic violations
(street monitors). Pedestrians should be allowed to become 'walkability inspectors' by
creating a platform that permits enforcement and fines based on reports and photos
taken by pedestrians.
 Special treatment for parking in the center of the city: Central Jerusalem enjoys
efficient and fast-running public transport, Light Rail service including park-and-go
parking areas and express bus lines departing from most of the city's neighborhoods.
In such a situation it is essential to reduce the number of private vehicles in the city
center. This can be done through:
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•

Imposing a 'congestion tax' on drivers of private vehicles entering the centermost
ring of the city.

•

Focused discussion over the minimum/optimal number of parking spaces in the
center of the city. For example, the Safra parking lot encourages city workers to
arrive in their private vehicles given that parking is free to them, despite the Light
Rail passing through Jaffa Road. Steps should be considered for encouraging use
of the Light Rail so that the parking lot is reserved as a last resort or is converted
for other purposes (for example parking spaces reserved for residents of the city
center so as to encourage residence in central Jerusalem).

•

Prices for parking in the city center – In this regard we must consider the
Mayor's recent announcements concerning the provision of free parking for
the first hour as a severe counterblow to activity aimed at encouraging public
transport. This move is not compatible with the work and achievements of recent
decades that led to reduced dependency on private vehicles in the city center and
increased use of public transport. In general, we should seek to reduce the number
of visitors to the center of the city who park there, both through encouragement
('carrots') and through laws ('sticks').

4. Summary: Civil society in Jerusalem –
recommended areas of activity

In summary, civil society is a player that lies midway between the authorities and the
public. As such, it is capable and indeed is charged with translating the wishes and needs
of one side to the other. As the examples from around the world (in the second section of
this document) have shown, civil society takes it upon itself to raise issues and advance
solutions for them in the political and public realms including issues of planning, quality
control, and institutionalizing criteria for good service with subsequent improvements.
Political moves include: both formal and informal steps, activating mailing and notification
systems, producing professional documents and campaigns;
Planning related moves include: partnership in developing new practices of involving the
public and activating local pressure groups.
In the area of quality control and improving service, civil society activates passenger
advisory committees, monitors arrival of transportation lines, organizes meetings between
operators and the public, awards stamps of quality, and settles disputes through alternative
means.

How can the Jerusalem model contribute to advancing
sustainable transportation in Jerusalem?
Civil society firstly and foremost seeks to exploit its capabilities optimally while identifying
the most applicable operating methods for that society. Additionally it must define:
1. Priorities
2. Focused goals
3. Milestones where it reassesses its achievements and priorities
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As far as operating methods go and in order to achieve small victories, the research
team proposes that Jerusalem's civil society adopt methods and known courses of action
including:
1. Form activist groups
• The Jerusalem model is able to support a single central activist or group of
activists who choose to focus on a specific issue. We recommend establishing a
core of activity revolving around a specific issue (starting off with modest goals).
• Create training sessions for activists, identify existing trainings and keep the
activists informed.
2. Utilize abilities of information management, processing and dissemination
vis-à-vis the public and the government
• Make existing information tools serviceable for additional populations/goals
(such as inquiry forms).
• Activate focus groups, formulate position papers, conduct online and in-field
surveys.
3. Activate goal-focused campaigns while utilizing media
• Exploit the graphic/cinematic/artistic abilities of volunteers in the model, for
example in producing film clips and online campaigns.
• Send out newsletters covering focused topics to the model's various mailing
lists – engaging and informing the public.
• Produce evening seminars/roundtables.
4. Activate a lobby to engage with government ministries, authorities and the
media
• Suggest amendments and issue official responses to proposals of authorities (for
example new transportation lines, proposed activity hours/days and so forth).
• Promote public involvement, identify and prevent actions that would be ill-advised
without the involvement of residents and suggest alternatives.
Civil society possesses an advantage and significant capabilities in these means of action.
Nevertheless, even the actions of civil society demand a framework that allows for learning
processes to take place and ensures continuity. We suggest that civil society creatively
activate these and similar tools for handling issues of:
1. Generating activity in East Jerusalem
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2. Advancing public transport lanes
3. Transportation in West Jerusalem: Attend to the problem of non-performance of trips,
apply pressure to the issue of travel times and electronic information at stops
4. Promote walkability and bicycle transportation

Form activist groups
 Civil society in Jerusalem can assist in establishing a committed and informed core
of activists dedicated to advancing public transport in East Jerusalem. It is possible
to locate public transport “fanatics” via the model's existing activist networks and
support the establishment of a group that will operate over time.
 In order to promote activity at a professional level we advise organizing professional
training sessions for activists. For example, it is possible to refer to the Transportation
Master Plan in order to support learning processes and also seek support from civil
society organizations that are active in this domain in West Jerusalem, for example
"15 Minutes.” In this regard it is worth noting the activity of Jerusalem's Urban Clinic,
which works to promote professional training for urban planners who are residents of
East Jerusalem.26
 We should add that the past experience of 15 Minutes in joining forces with civilian
entities in East Jerusalem to improve public transport reveals that such activity is
complex and requires resources of both time and manpower. A leadership cadre of
activists who speak the language and have the trust of local residents is necessary.
Utilize abilities of information management, processing, and dissemination –
vis-à-vis the public and the government

4. Summary: Civil society in Jerusalem – recommended areas of activity

1. Generating activity in East Jerusalem

 Civil society can assist in relaying information between the authorities and the public
and vice versa. This is an extremely important role to play in reducing resistance,
advancing processes, and building trust between the sides.
 It is important to emphasize that the language barrier is extremely acute and
contributes to gaps in knowledge as well as communication difficulties between the
authorities and persons on the ground. A committed local civic society is capable of
26

http://bit.ly/2ALaOed
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revolutionizing the authorities' understanding of the public and its needs, beyond a
mere insistence on the translation of knowledge and information. It is possible to
translate 15 Minute complaint forms into Arabic27 concerning service problems; for
their part, volunteers can translate the essence of complaints or inform the public and
encourage citizens to post complaints about operators on the Ministry of Transport
website.28
 Civil society is able to identify needs on the ground profoundly through focus groups,
surveys and activity in the field. Thus it can serve as an intermediary between the
authorities and different groups in the community such as merchants, students,
schoolchildren so as to ease the implementation of complex projects and carry them
out intelligently. Such projects can include changes in road segments, carrying out
infrastructure works for the Light Rail, renovations, and more.
 In summary, the various activities mentioned above will allow civil society to generate
in-depth and reliable information on the level of absent services and needs that arise
on the ground. Based on these it can generate a list of priorities, exploit insights, and
pressure the authorities to translate these into actions.
Activate a lobby to engage with government ministries, authorities and the media
Use of advocacy and lobbying practices to influence policy by:
1. Identifying key individuals at government ministries and authorities, and creating
long-term relationships.
2. Voicing well-reasoned criticism or support by the public/professionals concerning
planned new transportation lines and services (by gathering assorted insights during
the information management stage).
3. Suggesting candidates and training them to work in key positions concerned with
advancing public transport in East Jerusalem.
Activate goal-focused campaigns and utilize media
Focused campaigns can be launched for a broad range of goals. For example, campaigns
led by civil society can bring about the following:

27
28
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http://bit.ly/357L1Lc
https://forms.gov.il/globaldata/getsequence/getHtmlForm.aspx?formtype= PniotMot@mot.gov.il

1. Accelerate the introduction of the Rav Kav card in East Jerusalem – by assisting in
removing obstacles, serving as an intermediary between the players (Ministry of
Transport and Rav Kav, operators, the public).

3. Gathering information on leading employment centers in the city's eastern and western
sections; generate focused campaigns aimed at adding lines to these locations.

2. Advancing public transport lanes
Utilize abilities of information management, processing and dissemination visà-vis the public and the government
 Encourage the implementation of set public transport lanes: Become familiar with
the existing map of public transport lanes as well as the characteristics of different
segments and obstacles to their development. Study objections/resistance and help
remove these obstacles.
 Consider possible new public transport lanes and promote them in the community and
before the authorities.
Activate goal-focused campaigns and utilize media
 Create dynamic video campaigns that illustrate the importance of public transport
lanes and the absurdity of creating discontinuous lanes. This in order to arouse public
support, reduce opposition, assist the authorities in removing parking spaces and
carrying out decisions that advance such lanes.

4. Summary: Civil society in Jerusalem – recommended areas of activity

2. Fully and regularly translating information concerning public transport from Hebrew
to Arabic and vice versa, thus professionally strengthening and employing Arabic
speakers in key positions.

3. Transportation in West Jerusalem: Handle the problem of nonperformance of trips, apply pressure relating to the issue of travel
times and electronic information at stops
Utilizing abilities of information management, processing and dissemination
vis-à-vis the public and the government
 Activate a network of "serial complainers" to post information on malfunctions/
failures to the Ministry of Transport website. Create a mechanism of documentation
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and follow-up on the handling of such failures. In the event no solutions are found –
file official inquiries, locate key individuals, schedule meetings.
 Study conditions of the new tender, cultivate and maintain contacts aimed at removing
future obstacles. Encourage meetings of the public and transportation operators in
order to establish a Passenger Committee, for example.
 Perform statistical analyses of non-performance (of trips) and activate media
professionals when irregularities occur.

4. Promote walkability and bicycle transportation
Utilize abilities of information management, processing and dissemination visà-vis the public and the government
 Organize the public: Gather reactions to the Transportation Master Plan in this domain;
offer support and/or alternatives; reduce opposition while implementing changes such
as paving bicycle paths to replace parking spaces.
Activate goal-focused campaigns and utilize media
 Generate campaigns for encouraging fast-track paving of bicycle paths (first stage –
painting lines).
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Appendix 1 – List of organizations

Europe
 European Passengers' Federation http://www.epf.eu/wp/members/
An umbrella federation consisting of 26 organizations (two of them statutory and the
remainder volunteer) from 15 countries. A portion of the organizations deal solely with
railways while the majority deal with buses, light rail services, and occasionally trains
and ferries.

Australia
 Public Transport Users Association (PTUA) https://www.ptua.org.au/

Britain
 Campaign for Better Transport (formerly Transport 2000)
https://bettertransport.org.uk/
 Bus Users UK https://bususers.org/
 London TravelWatch http://www.londontravelwatch.org.uk/home
(governmental status)
 Transport Focus https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/ (governmental status)

Germany
 Berlin passenger organization IGEB (Fahrgastverband) http://www.igeb.org/
 Passengers Advisory Board https://www///fahrgastbeiräte///de/

Holland
 Travelers in Public Transport (Reizigers Openbaar Vervoer (ROVER))
https://www.rover.nl/
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Public transport in Israel is in a state of market failure. Consistently low investment in public
transport for decades has led to large disparities between its supply and the tremendous
demand, along with a critical need for improvement.
Jerusalem is home to over 900,000 residents. According to the 2017 Manpower Survey of the
Central Bureau of Statistics, 56% of those who work in Jerusalem arrive to the workplace via
private vehicles.
Satisfaction with public transport services in Jerusalem is low. About 58% of respondents in the
survey reported being 'dissatisfied' or 'totally dissatisfied' with local public transport services.
The Jerusalem Model, which operates under the auspices of the Leichtag Foundation, is
interested in realizing its ability to contribute to the joint work of the city's residents to improve
the urban quality of life, and has chosen to focus on the issue of public transportation. This
review was written by combined research team of the Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research
and the Organization of Public Transportation Passengers in Israel - 15 minutes.
The document presents a global overview of civic activity to promote sustainable transportation,
an overview of the state of transportation in Jerusalem, and recommendations for action to
promote public transportation in the city through civil society.
The Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research, which was established in 1978, is a leading and
influential think tank that promotes Jerusalem’s social, economic, and urban sustainability. The
Institute is where reality shapers turn to in order to promote and define policy issues in Israel in
general and in Jerusalem in particular. The Institute’s activities and research helps institutions
and bodies shape and implement innovative and effective policy. They bring Jerusalem, with all
its various components, to the world - and the world to Jerusalem. Jerusalem is a source of
inspiration, a research field, a laboratory, and a space of influence for the Institute. The Institute's
agenda includes developing the city for the benefit of its residents, enthusiasts, and believers and
strengthening the city's global standing and leveraging it. The Institute’s work in Jerusalem
reaches a wider national and global scale, and then is implemented in Jerusalem for the benefits
of the city and its residents.
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